Sample Dance Dollar Screens
Would an extra $20,000
Profit per month help?
Our Dance Dollar System can
dramatically add to your
profits.
You may impose
service charges on customers,
dancers or both (20% to the
house is common); many Dance
Dollars expire without being
redeemed. You make 100% on
those.
Employee theft is difficult;
forgery impossible.
Our smallest customers sell
around $50,000 per month in
Secure Dance Dollars ($10,000
to their bottom line); our
largest, >$1,000,000 per month
gross (>$200,000 to their
bottom line). An average club
should easily net $20,000 per
month from Secure Dance
Dollars. Our system makes this
safe and easy, with full
accountability.
If this is enough money to be
worth a few minutes of your
time, call us toll free at 888REPWARE to discuss how we
can help you earn more.
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Quality Cabaret Software
with extraordinary
customer service

Some Important Features
of the Cabaret Dance
Dollar System

processes this request, authorizes the customer’s credit card and
electronically passes the order information to ReportWare.
ReportWare automatically prints the quantity and denominations ordered. No Dance Dollars are issued without authorization.
The Dance Dollars are printed on special paper stock. This
paper is pre-printed with your artwork and is unique to your
club. At the time of sale, each Dance Dollar is individually
coded using an unbreakable algorithm. A bar code is printed
for easy redemption. Each Dance Dollar set to expire a set
number of days after purchase. The computer tracks when each
dollar was purchased, sold, and redeemed and by whom.
The Dance Dollars are delivered to the customer along with the
credit card slip for signature.

Dance Dollars are coupons good for dances purchased by customers
on their credit cards. Many clubs have realized the profit to be
made from this added revenue source by charging fees to the customer, dancer, or both, as well as making it easier for the customer
to spontaneously interact with the dancers.
Would you like to offer this service but are afraid of forgery or
employee theft?
Do Dance Dollar systems seem too cumbersome and complicated?
Do you currently sell Dance Dollars but have less than adequate
controls?
ReportWare has created a club-tested, proven system that represents the combined business wisdom of top Adult Cabarets from
around the country. We’ve served the industry since 1995 and
each year added more improvements based on customer suggestions.

Here’s How It Works:
Dance Dollars are set up as items for sale in your POS in whatever denominations are desired, the same way different brands of
beer are set up. When a customer orders Dance Dollars, POS

At any time during her shift, or at anytime prior to the Dollar
expiring, the Dancer receiving the Dollars may turn them in for
cash (less any service fee you impose).
As each ticket is turned in, the bar code is scanned and the
computer marks it in the system as redeemed. It cannot be
redeemed again, even if it is stolen or perfectly copied.
The Dance Dollar redemption information is passed to the
Dancer’s timekeeping record and gives you full wage credit for
each ticket redeemed.
Full and complete accounting is provided and you have management information, control and reporting beyond anything you’ve
had before.

POS Interfaces:
· ReportWare’s Secure Dance Dollar System has data interfaces with all major POS vendors, including:
· Micros-3700, 9700, & Simphony.
· Aloha
· Squirrel
· Digital Dining
· Future POS— and many more!

This software provides full network support – and full native
integration with Windows, Mac, iPad and iPhone!
ReportWare’s included Cabaret Management Software also
provides many other useful functions unique to your business,
such as taxi spiffs, personnel file details, house fee and locker
rental imposition and tracking, DJ interface to show the DJ
the status of each dancer in the building, and much, much
more.

Hardware Notes:
· For multiple workstation support, a server computer should
be installed at a convenient location; all stations require
network cabling connections.
- Thermal and Boca type “hard” ticket printers are also
supported.

Additional Features:
· Multiple security levels & audit trails
· 24 hour / 365 days a year toll-free phone support.
· On-site installation and support.
· Also prints gift, food and beverage, and champagne certificates in any denominations you choose.
· Dance Dollars have your design and look however you
like.

Price:
· Call us for a price quote that includes not only our Cabaret
Dance Dollar software, with data bridge from your POS,
but also six months of free upgrades and toll free technical
support.
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